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KATOENCLUB
SINGEL EDITION
TERMS & CONDITIONS
Thank you very much for your interest and enthusiasm in joining Katoenclub Singel 
Edition. We’re looking forward to our collaboration coming to life. In this contract, 
you will find all the details and information regarding our cooperation.

The undersigned:

1. Katoenfabriek VOF, established in Utrecht, represented for this purpose by 
Kasper van Middelkoop, as of now referred to as ‘Katoenfabriek’;

2.                                             as of now referred to as ‘Katoenclubber’;
3. Jointly mentioned as ‘the parties’.

Terms and Conditions

The parties wish to enter into a collaboration agreement for the duration of the 
Katoenclub edition from 10/09/2022 to 31/12/2022 (Term).

1. Term
The official term of the collaboration starts after the signing and will end after the 
launch of the next edition of Katoenclub. One term is approximately three months, 
during which the prints will get displayed in the shop on Oudegracht and promoted 
on social media channels. Once the term ends, printed shirts will no longer get 
displayed in the store. 

Once this contract is signed, Katoenclubber cannot terminate the collaboration 
earlier than the agreed term.

2. Financial
The customers pay €10,00 (incl. VAT) for each print. Each print sold pays 
Katoenclubber €5,00 (incl. VAT) regardless of the item price. Katoenfabriek pays 
Katoenclubber at the end of their term. Katoenfabriek can’t collaborate with 
artists that are part of Kleineondernemersregeling (KOR) for accounting reasons 
regarding VAT.

2.1 Payout for sales during the term
Katoenfabriek keeps track of how many prints get sold via katoenclub.nl combined 
with the cash register system. Katoenclubber will get notified of how many items in 
total have been printed with their artwork by e-mail. The Katoenclubber will invoice 
Katoenfabriek for this amount. Katoenfabriek will transfer the amount as soon as 
possible.
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2.3 Invoicing Katoenfabriek
When invoicing, Katoenclubber has to state on the invoice the amount excl. VAT, 
the VAT amount (%21), and the amount incl. VAT.

3. Authenticity and delivery of artwork

3.1 Licenses
The Katoenclubber declares that all the work is original hence contains the 
necessary license to print and reproduce. If there are suspicions and evidence 
of copied work, we will reject the prints and remove them from the store and 
webshop. Lawsuits emerging from this type of issue or fines are Katoenclubber’s 
responsibility.

3.2 Artwork
The supplied work will not contain any discriminatory, racist, sexist, or violent 
themes. Nudity in the artwork is possible in consultation.
 
3.3 Adjustments
A print sample of all prints gets made in consultation with the Katoenfabriek and 
the Katoenclubber. After the approval of the Katoenclubber, the print files will not 
get altered. If we notice that the print quality is affected due to technical/graphic 
details, the prints may get adjusted in consultation with the Katoenclubber.

3.4 Delivery
Katoenclubber delivers the artworks on the set date and no later than two weeks 
before the agreed launch date. Otherwise, Katoenfabriek may get forced to ask 
another available artist to replace Katoenclubber for the edition.

3.5 Delivery specifications
In total, one artwork needs to get delivered for the edition. The delivery of the artwork 
should be high-resolution files. If bitmap, a PNG, or vector. The Katoenclubber is 
aware of the delivery specifications and adheres to them. 

3.6 Use of artwork
Katoenfabriek uses the supplied artwork exclusively from printing for the retail sale 
of Katoenclub and promotion of Katoenclubber’s collection and their edition.

4. Promotion
The Katoenclubber permits Katoenfabriek to use their photo and artwork for 
promotional purposes. The Katoenclubber also states that they own the license 
for the photography they provide. 

4.2. Online store
The photography and information provided will get used on katoenclub.nl as well. 
Katoenclubber declares that they are aware of this and permits Katoenfabriek to 
use the photo and the text on katoenclub.nl.

4.3 Social media
Katoenfabriek may post the artwork, photos of the printed shirts, photos of 
the Katoenclubber, the text of the Katoenclubber as stories, posts, or reels. The 
Katoenclubber permits this when they sign this contract. 

Katoenclubber shares and promotes the collaboration, artwork, prints, and tag 
@katoenclub on their social posts. Ideally, as long as the cooperation between 
parties continues. 

4.5 Social media abuse
If Katoenfabriek notices an inappropriate post by Katoenclubber, whether abusive, 
aggressive or discriminatory, Katoenclubber will get requested that the post get 
removed. Should this happen, Katoenfabriek reserves the right to terminate the 
contract with immediate effect.
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4.6 Window drawing
Katoenfabriek may invite Katoenclubbers to decorate the shop window with 
drawings (other creative ideas are welcome). Katoenfabriek determines who these 
are and how long a window drawing remains on the window. Katoenclubber gets 
paid in a voucher of €50 for spending for Katoenclub, and the travel costs incurred 
by public transport gets reimbursed.

5. Katoenclub vision and expectations
Katoenclub originated from a positive idea to empower each other. Katoenclub 
aims to enable artists who don’t want to take risks by investing to have their 
merchandise produced. With each new artist joining the club, Katoenclub grows 
its beautiful print collection while Katoenclubbers get an online platform and a 
physical shop where they can show off their work. In addition, each print sold pays 
Katoenclubber.

Prepared and signed on                                          in Utrecht

1. Katoenfabriek (Kasper van Middelkoop)

2. Katoenclubber
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